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EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS: KNOWLEDGE
TALENT, SPIRIT OF INQUIRY

Carol Murphy
Improvement Support Program

Far West Laboratory -for Educational Research & Development
San Francisco

EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS: THE GAP BETWEEN
RESEARCH & PRACTICE

Every school can be effective. This
is the promise embedded in the findings
of recent research on effective schools.
The characteristics of effective schools
identified by these studies are not
unusual or exotic. They are within the
grasp of administrators' or teachers who
are seriously interested in improving
instruction: strong leadership; increased .
instructional time; a structured, orderly
environment; clear goals; teacher expec-
tations of high student achievement; and
closely monitored student progress.
These and other indicators of successful
schooling practices have been grouped by
researchers into five clusters:1

Leadership
Classroom instruction and management
School climate or environment -

Curriculum
Student evaluation

Niplyingithese factorsis not a_simple
matter. Both_researchers_and practitioners
recognize that any_schoolAmprovement
effOrt_Muttlook at all five of:these_
factors. Changein only one area will
probably_not affect the overall effective-,
ness of the school Furthermore, all
five areas must_00:AddressedicencUrrently,
and must be part of a comprehensive
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plan that includes all aspects of both
the structures and the instructional
processes of the school. The school
improvement process has been described
as neither umstical nor terribly complex,
but it would seem to demand an organic
conception of schools and some faith in
people's ability to work together toward
common ends."2 Ithools are all different,______
and what needs to be done at one school
is not necessarily tfie best approach for
another.

Given the available information about
effective schools' characteristics, what
do we really know about improving practice?
How can these research findings be helpful
to principals and other instructional
leaders interested in planning school
improvement Strategies? While there is
no formula or'prescriptionfor creating
an effeCtive school, there are both some
general guiaeJines and some specific
practices that administrators and_teachers
can incorporate into their planning ,,ti:
strategies.

_ .

_ This research brief will_atteMpt to f'

help bridge_the gap that_exists between
the research findings_and their applica-
tion in individual schOols by focusing
on on one of the key factors in any tChool
improvement,strategy-the role-of the_ _

principaYat instructional leader. _what
treAhe-characteristits of an effective



principal? The profile presented here
will be a composite view Of_those charac-
teristics and actions associated with
the role that have been found in the
research to be closely linked with school
effeCtivehess.

In addition to identifying some Of_the_
Characteristics of effective instructional
leaders; we also need to ask if there is a
fraMework or a model for looking at the
principal's role in terms of the whole
systeM Ot_the school; a framework that
Will enable the principal to_planschOol
improvement activities in terms of his or
her own context. One such framework will
be described.

The information presented here from a
synthetis of the research tindings and
from a ditcussion with Dr. Steven Bossert4
Associate Laboratory Director for Research
and Development at Far West Laboratory, is
intended to -stimulate the principal's own
inquiry process. Each finding needs to be
viewed in terms of the principal's own
situation. Because each school is unique,
this attitude of inquiry is an important
ingredient that should remain active
throughout both the planning and implemen-
tation processes. The questions raised
may not be answered immediately; or they
may lead only to still more questions;
but as new information becomes available
and improvement strategies_ continue to
evolve; the importance of this aspect of
the assessment and planning process
becomes clear.

EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS RESEARCH:
PROCEED WITH CAUTION

BothTesearchers and practitioners
have noted the limitations of the various
st1dies in terms of presenting models of
school effectiveness that can guide the
process of school improvement. 3 Before
labking at some of the specific research
findings about school effectiveness, it
may be helpful_to review some facts about
effective schools research:4

o Factors thatcan_be manipulatea_to
improve schools_are common to all
schools. They include attitudet,
community involvement, goals,

instruction; leadership roles;
parent inVolvement; facilities;
tkillt; staff; and students.

to The way in which these tactors are
manifested varies from setting to
setting in equally effective
schools.

The exact combination of factort
that make up the effective school
is not known.

o Research has not determined the
relationship between cause and
effect. For example, there_is a
correlation between strong leader-
ship and effeCtive schools; but it
is not known which comes first.
Does an effective principal create
an effective school or dbet an
effective school influence the
Principal to behave in certain
effective ways?

o "Effective schbols" are usually
identified_by measuring student
achievement in the batic skills.

HOW CAN THE RESEARCH IMLP?
In spite of its limitatiOnt, there

is much to be gained from the reSOltt
of the research studies andfrOM the
testimony of educatorswho have some
experience with various improvement
strategies. For exampleresearChers
haVe fOund that certain -characterittict
of_ instructional management and school
climate have a positive correlation with
SchbOl effectiveness. Some of these
characteristics are listed here with a
brief summary_ of the research findings
relating to them.

This project is sponsored with Federal funds
from the Department ot Education; the
National Institute of Education; under con-
tract-number N1E-G-8U-U103; The contents of
this publication do not necessarily_reflect
the views or pOliciesiof the Department of
Eoucationi nor does mention_of_organiIa.tiOnt
imply endorsement by the U.S. GOvernment%
Material in thiS bUlletin may be reprinted\
WithbUt_prior permission.; but credit would
be appreciated. Discrimination is prohibited.'



CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE SCHOOLS

Instructional management factors

I Time of -ask

Time spent by a ttUdeht ehgaged_on a task that can be performed
With high success and that is directly relevant to an academic
outcome is called Academic Learning Time (ALT).__The basic com-

ponents Of ALT are allocated time, student engagement and high

success. Findings related to these components states:

The amount of time all-ocaUo_to instruction in a particular
curriculum content area is positively associated with
student learning in that content area.

The proportion .0 allocated time that students are engaged
is positively associated with learning.

The proportion of time that learning tasks are_performed
with high success is positively associated with student
learning.8

2. Class size

As class size increases; achievement decreases. A pupil Who 411.

would score at _about the 83rd percentile on a national test
when taught individually would score at about the 50th percentile

whop taught in a class of 40 pupils. The difference-in being
taught in a clLss of 20 versus a class of 40 is an advantage

of 6 percentile tanks The major benefit from reduced class
size are obtained as size is reduced below 20 pupils.7'8

In addition to influencing achievement levels; class size has
alo been shown to influence other outcome measures such as
classroom_processes and learning_environment, student attitudes
and behavior, and teacher satisfaction. In each of these areas;

reduction in class size is associated with higher
schooling and more positive_ attitudet. These class -size effects
are ;host notable for children 12 years and under, and least

apparent for pupils 18 or over.9

3. CurriculUt-alignment

The_extent of the "Matth" or alignmentof instructional objectives,

activities, and evaluation is correlated with achievement gains

in the basic skills.10

4. CurPiCUTum-content and organization

At the secondary level a planned; purposeful curriculum is more

sound than the approach of_having_ many electives and_feW_reOuire-

ments. _At_the elementary leVel the curriculum must focus on the

oatic tkillt and complex__ skills students are expected to achieve.

Students must have enough time_for instruction ih thOte skills,

and those skills must be coordinated across grade levels and pervade
the entire curriculum.11



5. Evaluation/feedback

The effective schoOl_enVironment promotes monitoring of student
performance more than other Sth-O-ol environments; The frquenty
and timeliness of feedback given to ttudentS is associated with
success in learning-and Othievement.12 The data Suggest that
the immediacy of the feedbatk given by the teacher to the student
is positively associated with student achievement.

6. Task characteristics

Students learn more when the learning_tasks are clearly
presented. if the t sks are too complex and require extensive
organization time, tudent achievement decreases.13

School climate factors--

1..Expectations

Administrators and teachers- in effettive schools have higher
expectations for student_accomplishments than do staff in other
schools; This attitude is reflected not only by the school's
goals and staff attitude, but alto by the school environment.14

2. Staff task ortehtotith

In an effective school environment; the staff is highly task-
oriented; They start clastet on time and do not end lessons
early. _They approach their professional responsibilities
seriously and maximize the academic learning time-.13

3. Discipline

Less time is spent on behavi-or Management in an effective school
environment. 16 As corporal punishment increases, achievement_
scores tend_tip_go down. 17 Evidence exists indicating that clear,
reasonable rules; fairly and consistently enforced not only can
redUce behavior problems that interfere with learning but also
can promote feelings of pride and responsibility in the school
community. 18

4. Safety

The effective school maintains an atmosphere that is -safe and
does not oistract_from the learning enterprise; Better Rhysical
conditions for students include clean rest rooms, good meals ,i

building and grounds maintenance, and access to telephones.19

5. CooperationtcanSe-nsus

The research_indicates_ that teachers in effective SthoOls cooperate
with each other ontatktandalso work with the school leaders
who coordinate many of the planning and deirelopment activities.20
Teachers -need to feel represented in the decision - making process
and supported by the schbol'S leadership as well as its resources.

4



6. Instructional leadership

Research indicates that the instructional leader in'an effective
school has strong Niews about_what constitutes good instruction
for the school and is active in planning and coordinating the
academic work of the school. He or she sets high academic standards,
stays informed_of policies_and teachers' problems, makes frequent
classroom visits, creates incentives for learning, and maintains
student discipline.21

7. Stalfdt.yelopmeAt

In order to influence an entire school; staff development
should be school-wide rather than specific to individual teachers
and should be-closely related to the instructional program of
the tchobl. Staff development should be based_on the expressed
needs of the teachers and directly relate to the goals of the
school._ The effort requires_long-term support and reinforcement.
It is likelfr that staff development presented as a form rsf
remediatiomlor teachers deficient in certain skills will encounter
resistance.22

8. Parent partA-cillatioo

Some studies indicate that increased parent participation has
a positive effect on student achievement.23 It is noted, however,
that_the nature of- parents' involvement appears to be related to
ethnicity, iv:ome level and effectiveness of the school. Though
the evidence is mixed; it is reasonable to assume that parents
need to be informed of school goals_and student responsibilities;
especially with regard to homework.24

PROFILE OF AN EFFECTIVE PRINCIPAL

Focusing on the role of the instruc-_
tional leader, research findings indicate
that, while the role is characterized in
several different ways; there are certain
attitudes and behavior associated with
effective leaders; A profile of an
effective instructional leader can be
created by considering his or her role
in four areas:25

1. Goals and production emphasis;
Pridtipals in high aChieving schools tend
to emphasize achievement._ This involves
setting instructional goals, developing
performance standards for students, and
expressing optimism about_the_ability of
students to meet instructional_ goals.
This behavior is often called instruc-
tional leadership; and the principal's
performance in this area is apparently
central to the establishment of a school
climate that supports achievement.

5

2. Power atud_decision_making..
Effective principals are active in the
,decision making process; especially in
the areas of curriculum and instruction
In addition; principals of successful
schools are effective in the community;
They know community power structures
and maintain good relations with parents.

3. arganization/coordination.
Principals in effective schools devote
more time to the coordination and
control of instruction and are more
skillful at the tasks involved. They
do more observations of teachers' work,
are more supportive of teachers' efforts
to improve; and are more active in
teacher_and program_evaluation procedures
than principals in less effective schools.
Principal involVement in classroom manage-
ment also appears important to school
success. By controlling public spaces;
by stressing discipline, and by handling
disciplinary problems in their_offices,
principals buffer the instructional core
from ditruptiont.

6



_4. Human relations.
Effective _principals recognize the unique
styles and needs of teachers and help
teachers_achieve their own performance
goals. They encourage and acknowledge
good work by teachers.

Table 1 summarizes some of the_tasks
or actions associated with each of the

four areas. This list illuttrates how
principals influence all threc levels of
the school's social systemclassroom;
school, Cistrict. It is the school-level
activities, however; that form the care
of_the principal's instructional leaCer-
ship role and it is with these activities
that the_analysis of the indivicual
principal's role begins.

TABLE I
Four Areas of Principal Leadership

I. Goals and production

a. Set instructional_goals
b. Emphasize achievement by developing performance standardt

for students
c. Express optimism about the ability of students to meet

instructional goals

II. Power and decision making

a. Become actively involved in decisions relating to
curriculum and instruction

b. Mobilize support for instructional goals within
the dittritt_

c. Know community power structures
d. Maintain good relations with parents

III. Organization/coordination

a. Devote time to coordination and control of instruction
1; conduct frequent observations of teachers' work
2. discuss work problems_ with teachers -

3. be supportive of teachers' effOrts to imprOVO
4; set up teacher and program evaluation procedures

b. Become involved in classroom management _

1. arrange structured learning environments Where
students are actively engaged in tasks

2. support teachers_with discipline problems _

3; act as a buffer to protect the instructional core
from disruption

4. support special projects _

5; distribute informational materials
c. Clearly spell -out program and curricular objectives

for the school
d. Coordinate school-wide content, sequence and materials
h. Establish school -wide procedures for placement and

promotion of students

IV. Human relations

a. Help teachers achieve their performance goals
b. Acknowledge good work by teachers



Personal Characteristics School Climate

Principal

District Characteristics Management
Behavior

Student Outcome

External Characteristics Instructional Organization

Figure 1: A Framework for Examining Instructional Management

[From Bossert et al., 1982.]

o single_style of management is appro-
priate_for all schools, and principals
must find the styles and structures -that
are best suited to their own situations.
They must determine for themselves_the
relationship between their leadership_
role and_the organization Of_their schO01.
To undertake this kind of role assessment
the_principal_ needs a ?rocess or a model
that can guide the analysis and ensure
that both structure and process variables
are taken into account. Such an organizing
framework needs to be_both_comprehensive
and flexible so that it allows for
differences in schools as well as in
individual leadership styles.

One such organizing framework for
examining the instructional management
role was developed by Bossert et al.a'
This model'it depicted in Figure 1 and
has been used by elementary and junior
high school principals to create an
image of their role. It shows that a
principal-is instructional management

.behavior affects two basic features of
the school's social organization:
instructional organization and_climate.
These_are_the contexts in_which various
social relationships are formed Which,
in turni_shape teachers behavior and
students' experiences that result in
student learning. At the_same tiM0,_the
princi_pOl's own management behavior is
shaped by_a number of factors external
to the school.

The way this framework has been used
with principals and how it can be_helpful
to_practitioners are topics for ditcuttion
with Dr. Bossert.



A RESEARCHER'S PERSPECTIVE

VAIL:What needs to be done right now to
help principals understand their role in
helping their schools become more
effective?

BOSSERT: I think one important thing is
to debunk the myth that there is a single
formula for making schools more effective.
A sort of corellary to that myth is that
principals have to do something innovative,
like developing a completely new program
of instructioni tn order to become effec-
tive. Although I think Many schools may
improve their curriculum and teaching
methods, our Studies suggest that instruc-
tional leadership doesn't necessarily_
derive from_the implementation of d new
program._ It is based on the_principal's
ability to respond OffectiVely to the
daily activities of the school.

My hunch is that most princiOl
already have the elements fOr Making
their schools more OfectiVe. What they

_need are practical, working theories or
models that allow them to assess their
own actions. They need to know hoW to
put these elements together.

FWL: How do you begin "putting them
together'?

BOSSERT: By developing a conception of
good instruction and targeting some
elements for change. And then, by making
sure that decisions support rather than
hindertheirgoals. Let me give you an
example:many_schools are interested in
increasing time on -task and engaged time
in classrooms._ There seems to be evidence
that when morestudents are engaged in
successful activities; more learning
will take place and achievement scores
Will go up. On the other hand; sometimes
that -goal of increasing student time is
completely undercut by pull-out programs
that aren't well coordinaf-d with class-
room instructiOn or by school-level
announcements and assemblies that
interrupt lessons._ SO; in trying to
influence potent ehis-sr-66M preCesses,
like tiMe on task, the principal should

make sure that other dctivi.peS within
the school don't detract ,from the
targeted objectiVe.

FWL: You have just completed a shadow
study' of five "successful" elementary
school principals; What did you learn
about tI(e principal's role?

BOSSERT: Our work suggests some good
hunches about what etfeetive principals
Might do. Our approach has been to try
to Understand the ev'eryday world of the
school principaltheir views of what
the important 4nstructional factors are
and how they try to manipulate aspects
of their community, district and school
to impove student achievement; ,

_By using techniques of reflective
interviewing and shadoWing principdls,
we -have been able to build very compre-
hensive pictures Of the way in which
principals think and operate as instruc-
tional leaders. And because we've taken
a collaborative approach, the principals
themselves are involved in the model
building--trying to abstract froM their
own behavior what their conceptions dr&
and how they think their actions affect
students

FVVL:po they feel this process helps them?

uossERT: Oh, yes. All the principals
who participated really enjoyed the
process; Principals rarely have an
opportunity to reflect on their work day
and their own theories; Having a non-
threatening pair of eyes following them
around fer awhile, tdking notes and
getting a sense of_theireveryday exper-
ienCOS and then having_data_reported
immediately to them provided a new per
spective On their work;

One principal said he thought his
model charaCterized exactly his philosophy
and the way he worked in the school; and
that if he Were oihg to apply fora ,pew
job, hewould_ShOW thiS profile to the

way
arid say, "This is the

way I work in schools."

FWL: What do these models that you and
the principals generated look 1 ike?



BOSSERT: We used an_organizing framework
to help_us make sure_that we gathered
infortation on a variety of items.
[Figure)] But the principalAha,ced_
in_the development of_their individual
models, and although they look similar,
the contents of the boxes are quite
different for each principal. That's
what we expected; Since there's no
single formula for being an effective
principal; the context will shape the
ways in which principals can act and the
things they try to act on.

Anbther interesting thing is that some
of the principals also saw a definite
time sequence in their efforts. For
examples, one principal worked first on
important climate- factors because he
thought these would motivate students to
learn. Then, as he increased Motivation,
he tried_to influence the way in which_
instruction was delivered. BUt not all
of the principalS worked in thiS way.
[Figure 2]

Fin.: What-you're saying reinforces the
notion that the obserygr and the_orincipal
need to look at all thb principal's actions
and all aspects of the school context in
order to develop an accurate image of
the principal's role in that school.

BOSSERT: Right, What we had to do was
to observe principals over time and get
them to reflect on their current and
past situations. Only then could we
understand better how principals them-
selves conceive of the interrelationships
between instructional organization and
climate and how other factors, like-
district characteristics, community
characteristics, and their own personal
training; shape the effects that they can,
have on climate and the curriculum. This
also reflects the fact that the princi-
pals we_observed always had multiple __

strategies for improving stydent learning
and understood the necessary connections
dmong_all_aspects of their schoolS'
organization.

FIRM: Is this a process that can be used
with other principals--to help them
'develop an image or a model of their role?

BOSSERT: Well, were doing_it now Wei-6
working in twelve schoOls this year -and in
addition to looking at the principal's role,
we are interviewing teachers and students
to find out. if their perceptions mdtch
what the principal thinks he or she is
doing. ThiS way we'll get a much more
detailed model of the school as a social
organization and see how the principals
goals either mesh or don't mesh with the
teachers' and how some of the principal's
ideas get translated either correctly or
incorrectly into programs that affect
students;

FVVL: Will you develop any procedures or
materials that -could -help principals do
this alodeling on their own--or with other
principals ??

BOSSERT: Yes, we hope that by next year
we will move more into the development
activities. One goal that we have is to
streamline our techniques for shadowing
and reflective interviewing so that prin-
cipals themselves can use,some of these to
guide their own self-assessment. Or we
may develop a workbook for peer assessment
'where one principal could shadow and inter-
view another principal. We'd like to work
with several districts to pilot test these
ideas.

The_principalship is often described as
an isolated role, and principals. complain
that they doet have a chance to observe
each other. So_our goal is to present_
some very detailed_studies of principals
who_operate in different contexts -so
that other principals can get an idea of
what_their_colleagues are doing,_and_tb
point out the variety of strategies that
might be helpful.

To that end we will be conducting_a
regional survey_of creative instructional
management prattices in which, through a
nomination process, principals who are
doing some very creative or innovative
instructional leadership activities will
be described and highlighted; And other
principals will be able to contact them
and find out more about their programs
and get some aavice or assistance.
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PRINCIPAL
CHARACTERISTICS
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Egalitarian
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PRINCIPALS
MANAGEMENT

Mode:
Facilitative
A Gltalytic

Activities:
a. Staffing
b. Communi-

cating
c. Monitor ng

I I-

SCHOOL CLIMATE

(factors. affecting;;
student readiness
for learning)

a. Physical plant
b. Safety
c. Staff coopera-

tion
d. Student compati-

bility
e. Staff interest

in whole child
f. School community

relations

STUDENT-OUTCOMES

a. ielLreltance
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citizenry
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cation and .

computation
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d. achievement
commensurate
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INSTRUCTIONAL
ORGANIZATION

a. Language
development
kindergarten -

6. Multi-approach
reading prog.

c. Child-centered
instruction

d. 3 R Emphasis at
all levels

e. Coordinated
pullout program
to meet indi-
vidual needs

t2

Figure 2: Instructional Management Model Jeffrey Hudson, McDuffy Elementary School
[From Dwyer et al.- Principals in Action: Perspectives
on Instructional Management." Far West Laboratory; 1983]

Note: tl indicates factors addressed first; t2 indicates factors subsequently addressed.
.



FINT: In your studies were there any
characteristics that all the principals
you worked with had in common?

SOSSERT: There are two aspects of the
principal's role that I could mention.
One is being very active and attuned to
the cycles of the school; All these
principalssyere systematic about getting
around the school each day so they had a
chanceto observe; however briefly, all
aspects of the school's functioning;
One principal carried a little matrix on
a 3x5 card,.and ha'd check off his matrix
as he Went along.as a guarantee that he
visited all the different subsettings
within his school. We think this is
very important_for principals. because it
gives them a chance to assess how well
their school is running and to catch in
the bbd any potential problems. These

_ _

..prancipals'did not stay in their offices
but:were constantly interacting with
teacfiers and students* : _ _

The _other factor that distinguishes
these &incipals_is that each one has
hise.or her lawn theory about instruction
and the_way in Which leadership actions
affeet_inStrgctiOn. SO at_they went
through the gChools and had all these
brief encounters; they seemed to be _

always checking_ their actions against .

their idea of what constituted aneffec
tive_school and effective jhstruction._
In_ other words; they.diun't seem to Make
arbitrary decisiqns. Their decisions
could always be definitively linked back
to a conception of what makes good
instruction or good schooling practices.

FWL: what is the biggest challenge for
effeCtive schools research right now?

BOSSERT: I think that the _biggest
challenge for research is to generate
what we would call multi-dimensional,-
multi -level models of effective schools.
In addition to improving_ basic skillS
achievement, there are Other goals that
principals are workins toward, and these
goals often involve tradeoffs in resource
allocation; The decisions that principals
make about goals, time and resources are
influenced by the district policies,
Federal and state regulations, community
attitudes and teachers' differences,
and we don't know how the controls and
practices at any level of the school
organization hinder or facilitate a
principal's making his or her school
more effective. So we need to have
these multilevel and multi-dimensional
models.

FIVIA If you were hiring a principal;
what characteristics would you look for?

BOSSERT: Besides successful teaching
experience, the general characteristic
:'d look for in a principal would be an
interest in inquiring -about what makes
an effective school. I would.want someone
who_not_only has the desire and ability
to try things out but_also would follow
up those attempts with systematic assess-
ments Of_what they have done-7-someone
who really wants to inquirqqnto the
workings of their school. 'Pthink that
kind of person_becomes the principal who
will make i effective school.
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